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The plan to return to the Hangar in January
and resume our regularly scheduled meetings was
very optimistic but short lived, due to the explosive nature of the Omicron variant! Rather than
risking the possibility of any health issues affecting our membership, it was decided that a Zoom
meeting would be the safer choice for all members. Many thanks to Secretary Neil MacDonald
for enabling the quick setup of the meeting and to
Communications scribe Howard Anderson for
making sure all had the email change of notice in
advance. Let’s hope that the future is much more
promising and safe for everyone! A reminder that
the Hangar will require proof of vaccination and a
government issued I.D. for admission to the facility. Masks are also required to be worn while inside seated at the meeting. We will keep the membership apprised of any sudden changes in meeting
status or stipulations well in advance.
Because of the Omicron risk, the in person meetings for the International will take place in February and move forward from there. A preliminary
schedule of events has been established with the
focus now on fine tuning the venues, event fundraising, and, most importantly, our volunteer base.
Please give some thought to what support or position you can give to the behind the scenes work
that will make for a better car meet for all to experience and enjoy. Sign up sheets will be available at all the tables!
As a reminder, the new roster will be going to
print in March for distribution at the next meeting
so get any change of information into Mark
Tomlinson no later than February 28th if you
haven’t already done so. If he doesn’t hear from
you then it will be assumed all current information
will be carried forward.
The Calgary World of Wheels has been cancelled
due to Covid, but the Lethbridge swap meet has
been approved for a go (with all vax requirements
firmly in place) and the CAVAC Red Deer swap
meet is a go as well (for now) but their weekend
date has changed to April 29th and 30th. Hopefully, the restrictions are starting to relax and everyone can get back to enjoying the hobby a lot easier.
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Here’s to a better road ahead for all!
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Alberta Pioneer Auto Club / MEETING MINUTES
Meeting Call to order Date: Jan. 11th, 2022 | 7:32pm | Meeting Via Zoom.
President

Keith Robertson

Raffle Tickets

Darren Weidner

Vice President

Fran Tomlinson

Tours & Events

Kyle White

Secretary

Neil MacDonald--

Hearts & Flowers

Grace & Allan Solberg

Treasurer

Anne Harding

Membership

Mark Tomlinson

Editor/Webmaster

Richard Bellaart

Facebook page

Sue MacKenzie

Attendees (16 members online)

Minutes of the last minutes: Discussion, errors or omissions
Sue MacKenzie
Richard Bellaart
MT Accept
2nd by
nd
Howard Hepburn
Sue MacKenzie
MT Accept
2 by

all in favour - carried.
all in favour - carried.

Treasury Report: Anne Harding as given by Keith Robertson
Membership report - Mark:
28 membership renewals have been received so far. Reminder that dues are due by the end of March otherwise
your newsletter will not be sent out.
Tour & Events – Kyle:
absent tonight-no report available.
Editor report – Richard:
thanked all those who made contributions to the newsletter; still looking for more submissions and content otherwise the size of the newsletter may be affected.
Hearts & Flowers –Allan/Grace:
The Club received a thank you card from David Weale for the kind thoughts and words after his father Ted
Weale’s passing.
SVAA report – Bob/Al:
Calgary World of Wheels – cancelled due to Covid. January 19th will be deciding date as to whether
Lethbridge swap meet is a go or cancelled.
Advertising – Keith:
all invoicing has been sent to current advertisers in the newsletter.
Facebook page – Sue:
updated information and imagery on the site. Will also add the club merchandise to the site for sale to other
clubs and collectors.
Old Business - Roster:
Mark Tomlinson advised that all roster information changes and updates must be in by the end of February as
the new roster is scheduled for printing and distribution at the March meeting. Updates can be emailed to Mark
or snail mailed to the club.
New business:
Keith spoke to the International being put on by APAC this year. The date for the event is July 21st to the 24th.
The planning and groundwork has been put in place and is being developed with the intended venues for the
tours. More details and information will be forthcoming at The February meeting. We will be looking for club
members to sign up and help in various capacities throughout the weekend.
Member discussion/comments:
Al Riise has free calendars – if you want any email Al your address to get them. Also to keep in mind safety
protocols for the Lethbridge swap meet if it is allowed to proceed.

Adjourn – 8:19 pm.
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VEHICLE REGISTRATION DEADLINE NOTICE
The month when your vehicle registration is up
for renewal depends upon your last name.
To find the expiry month of your vehicle(s), find
the first letter of your last name.

SOME LAST NAMES REQUIRE
THE FIRST TWO LETTERS
LAST NAME BEGINS
WITH

EXPIRY MONTH

A (no Av), I, J, Ke, U,
X, or Company #

January

M (not Me) or Q

February

B (not Be) or Y

March

D or G (not Gr)

April

C (not Cl) or N

May

Cl, H, or Sc

June

Av, Be, L, Sz, V, or Z

July

E, Gr, or R

August

F, Po, or T

September

S (not Sc or Sz)

October

K or P (not Ke or Po)

November

Me, O, or W

December

APAC NEWSLETTER
ADVERTISING RATES
Include 10 issues and 1 year on our
website.
Please contactAPACAdvertising Department.
Email: apac.calgary@gmail.com

Business card
1/4 page
1/2 page
Full page

Visit our website at www.apaccalgary.ca

$60.00
$125.00
$250.00
$500.00
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THERMODYNAMICS
suggested by Lynne Thornton

The following is an actual question given on a University of Arizona chemistry mid-term,
and an actual answer turned in by a student.
The answer by one student was so 'profound' that the professor shared it with colleagues,
via the Internet, which is, of course, why we now have the pleasure of enjoying it as well.
Bonus Question: Is Hell exothermic (gives off heat) or endothermic (absorbs heat)?
Most of the students wrote proofs of their beliefs using Boyle's Law (gas cools when it expands and heats
when it is compressed) or some variant.
One student, however, wrote the following:
First, we need to know how the mass of Hell is changing in time. So we need to know the rate at which
souls are moving into Hell and the rate at which they are leaving, which is unlikely. I think that we can safely
assume that once a soul gets to Hell, it will not leave. Therefore, no souls are leaving.
As for how many souls are entering Hell, let's look at the different religions that exist in the world today.
Most of these religions state that if you are not a member of their religion, you will go to Hell. Since there
is more than one of these religions and since people do not belong to more than one religion, we can project
that all souls go to Hell. With birth and death rates as they are, we can expect the number of souls in Hell to
increase exponentially. Now, we look at the rate of change of the volume in Hell because Boyle's Law states
that in order for the temperature and pressure in Hell to stay the same, the volume of Hell has to expand proportionately as souls are added.
This gives two possibilities:
1. If Hell is expanding at a slower rate than the rate at which souls enter Hell, then the temperature and
pressure in Hell will increase until all Hell breaks loose.
2. If Hell is expanding at a rate faster than the increase of souls in Hell, then the temperature and pressure
will drop until Hell freezes over.
So which is it?
If we accept the postulate given to me by Teresa during my Freshman year that, 'It will be a cold day in
Hell before I sleep with you,' and take into account the fact that I slept with her last night, then number two
must be true, and thus I am sure that Hell is exothermic and has already frozen over. The corollary of this theory is that since Hell has frozen over, it follows that it is not accepting any more souls and is, therefore, extinct..... ....leaving only Heaven, thereby proving the existence of a divine being which explains why, last
night, Teresa kept shouting 'Oh my God.’

He received an A+ for his effort.
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INTERESTING SIGNAGE
1. Did I read that sign right?: "TOILET OUT OF ORDER. PLEASE USE FLOOR BELOW."
2. In a Laundromat: “AUTOMATIC WASHING MACHINES: PLEASE REMOVE ALL YOUR CLOTHES
WHEN THE LIGHT GOES OUT”
3. In a London department store: “BARGAIN BASEMENT UPSTAIRS”
4. In an office: “WOULD THE PERSON WHO TOOK THE STEP LADDER YESTERDAY, PLEASEBRING IT BACK OR FURTHER STEPS WILL BE TAKEN”
5. In an office: “AFTER TEA BREAK, STAFF SHOULD EMPTY THE TEAPOT AND STAND UPSIDE
DOWN ON THE DRAINING BOARD”
6. Outside a second-hand shop: “WE EXCHANGE ANYTHING - BICYCLES, WASHING MACHINES,
ETC. WHY NOT BRING YOUR WIFE ALONG AND GET A WONDERFUL BARGAIN?”
7. Notice in health food shop window: “CLOSED DUE TO ILLNESS”
8. Spotted in a safari park: “ELEPHANTS, PLEASE STAY IN YOUR CAR”
9. Seen during a conference: “FOR ANYONE WHO HAS CHILDREN AND DOESN'T KNOW IT, THERE
IS A DAY CARE ON THE 1ST FLOOR”
10. Notice in a farmer's field: “THE FARMER ALLOWS WALKERS TO CROSS THE FIELD FOR FREE,
BUT THE BULL CHARGES”
11. Message on a leaflet: “IF YOU CANNOT READ, THIS LEAFLET WILL TELL YOU HOW TO GET
LESSONS”
12. On a repair shop door: “WE CAN REPAIR ANYTHING. (PLEASE KNOCK HARD ON THE DOOR THE BELL DOESN'T WORK.)”

PROOFREADING IS A DYING ART, WOULDN'T YOU SAY?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Man Kills Self Before Shooting Wife And Daughter
Something Went Wrong in Jet Crash, Expert Says
Police Begin Campaign to Run Down Jaywalkers
Panda Mating Fails; Veterinarian Takes Over
Miners Refuse to Work after Death
Juvenile Court to Try Shooting Defendant
War Dims Hope for Peace
7. If Strike Isn't Settled Quickly, It May Last Awhile
8. Cold Wave Linked to Temperatures
9. Enfield ( London ) Couple Slain; Police Suspect Homicide
10. Red Tape Holds Up New Bridges
11. Man Struck By Lightning: Faces Battery Charge
12. New Study of Obesity Looks for Larger Test
Group
13. Astronaut Takes Blame for Gas in Spacecraft
14. Kids Make Nutritious Snacks
15. Local High School Dropouts Cut in Half
16. Hospitals are Sued by 7 Foot Doctors
17. Typhoon Rips Through Cemetery; Hundreds
Dead

10
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A FEW THINGS YOU MAY NOT HAVE KNOWN
'A SHOT OF WHISKEY' - In the old west a .45 cartridge for a six-gun cost 12 cents, so did a glass of whiskey. If a cowhand was low on cash, he would often give the bartender a cartridge in exchange for a drink. This
became known as a "shot" of whiskey.
BUYING THE FARM –This is synonymous with dying. During WW1 soldiers were given life insurance policies worth $5,000. This was about the price of an average farm so if you died you "bought the farm" for your
survivors.
IRON CLAD CONTRACT –This came about from the ironclad ships of the Civil War. It meant something so
strong it could not be broken.
RIFF RAFF - The Mississippi River was the main way of travelling from north to south Riverboats carried
passengers and freight but they were expensive so most people used rafts. Everything had the right of way
over rafts which were considered cheap. The steering oar on the rafts was called a "riff" and this transposed
into riff-raff, meaning low class.
COBWEB -The Old English word for “spider" was "cob".
SHIP STATE ROOMS -Travelling by steamboat was considered the height of comfort. Passenger cabins on
the boats were not numbered. Instead they were named after states. To this day cabins on ships are called
staterooms.
SLEEP TIGHT-Early beds were made with a wooden frame. Ropes were tied across the frame in a crisscross
pattern. A straw mattress was then put on top of the ropes. Over time the ropes stretched, causing the bed to
sag. The owner would then tighten the ropes to get a better night’s sleep.
SHOWBOAT -These were floating theatres built on a barge that was pushed by a steamboat. These played
small towns along the Mississippi River. Unlike the boat shown in the movie "Showboat", these did not have
an engine. They were gaudy and attention grabbing which is why we say someone who is being the life of the
party is “showboating".
OVER A BARREL – In the days before CPR, a drowning victim would be placed face down over a barrel and
the barrel would be rolled back and forth in an effort to empty the lungs of water. It was rarely effective. If
you are over a barrel, you are in deep trouble.
BARGE IN - Heavy freight was moved along the Mississippi in large barges pushed by steamboats. These
were hard to control and would sometimes swing into piers or other boats.
People would say they "barged in".
HOGWASH – Steamboats carried both people and animals. Since pigs smelled so bad they would be washed
before being put on board. The mud and other filth that was washed off were considered useless “hog wash".
CURFEW – The word "curfew" comes from the French phrase "couvre-feu", which means "cover the fire". It
was used to describe the time of blowing out all lamps and candles. It was later adopted into Middle English
as “curfeu" which later became the modern "curfew". In the early American colonies homes had no real fireplaces so a fire was built in the center of the room. In order to make sure a fire did not get out of control during the night it was required that, by an agreed upon time, all fires would be covered with a clay pot called-a
“curfew".
BARRELS OF OIL – When the first oil wells were drilled, there was no provision for storing the liquid so
they used water barrels. That is why, to this day, we speak of barrels of oil rather than gallons.
HOT OFF THE PRESS - As the paper goes through the rotary printing press friction causes it to heat up
Therefore, if you grab the paper right off the press, it’s hot. The expression means to get immediate information.
There, don't you feel smarter now?

Visit our website at www.apaccalgary.ca
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BETCHA DIDN’T KNOW
The liquid inside young coconuts can be used as a substitute for Blood plasma
No piece of paper can be folded in half more than seven (7) times.
Oh, go ahead.. I'll wait...
Donkeys kill more people annually than plane crashes or shark attacks. (So, watch your Ass)
You burn more calories sleeping than you do watching television
Oak trees do not produce acorns until they are fifty (50) years of age, or older.
The first product to have a bar code was Wrigley's gum.
The King of Hearts is the only king WITHOUT A MUSTACHE
American Airlines saved $40,000 in 1987 by eliminating one (1) olive from each salad served in first-class.
Venus is the only planet that rotates clockwise (Since Venus is normally associated with women, what does
this tell you?) (Those women are going in the 'right' direction...?)
Apples, not caffeine, are more efficient at waking you up in the morning.
Most dust particles in your house are made from DEAD SKIN!
The first owner of the Marlboro Company died of lung cancer. So did the first 'Marlboro Man'.
Walt Disney was afraid of mice!
Pearls dissolve in vinegar!
The ten most valuable brand names on earth: Apple, Coca Cola, Google, IBM, Microsoft, GE, McDonalds,
Samsung, Intel, and Toyota, in that order.
A duck's quack doesn't echo, and no one knows why.
Dentists have recommended that a toothbrush be kept at least six (6) feet away from a toilet to avoid airborne
particles resulting from the flush. (I keep my toothbrush in the living room now!)
Turtles can breathe through their butts (I know some people like that; don't YOU?)
Remember, knowledge is everything, so pass it on.....

Now go move your toothbrush!
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HOW LONG IS YOUR GARAGE?
Back in the day, these were the cat’s meow. SO, HOW LONG IS YOUR GARAGE?
This is why the ’50s were such a special time!

THE GOOD OLE' DAYs

Visit our website at www.apaccalgary.ca
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MONTRÉAL 1965: FIND THE CORVAIR
No, it is not down the sinkhole!
suggested by: Michel Gelinas

Visit our website at www.apaccalgary.ca
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LEOPARD 1 TANKS COME TO VEGREVILLE
As reported by Gord Steinke of Global News

suggested by Al Riise
Vegreville has been invaded by a part of Canadian military history. Leopard 1 tanks are neatly lined up in
a work yard on the west end of town.
Many of these heavy metal battle machines were used
in combat in Afghanistan.
The repurposed tanks will be used as target practice at
Cold Lake.
A Vegreville company, Quest Disposal & Recycling
Inc., got the contract to repurpose these out-of-date
relics to be used for target practice at Cold Lake Air
Weapons Range.
Project manager for quality disposal, Jaden Melenka,
said the response from the public has been entertaining. “They’ll drive by and see a tank rolling by and
they’ll text someone who works here and say, “What
on earth are you guys doing?,” said Melenka.
Canada acquired more than 50 of the Leopard 1 tanks
in the 1970’s and operated them until 2017. The aging machines have since been replaced with Leopard
2 tanks.
Melenka says it’s an honour to be working on such an important part of Canadian military history. “These
are from 1978 so you can imagine all the hands that touched them and the stories that went along with them,”
said Melenka.
“The crew that was in here were brothers, you know, and when we go in here and start this taking apart we
are almost part of that brotherhood and that history — and we couldn’t be happier to be doing this.”
The repurposing work involves ensuring they can no longer function as a weapons system.
“The end game is we completely gut it down to a bare shell, remove all the components, then reassemble
everything, put it back together,” said Melenka. “The gun barrel we weld shut. From there, it’s ready to be
moved to weapons range.” up on selling old Leopard 1
The Government of Canada has given up on selling old Leopard 1 tanks.
The project is bittersweet for former Canadian tank commander Anthony Sewards. Sewards operated a
Leopard 1 tank in combat in Afghanistan. “It brings a little bit of a tear in the eye. They’ve been replaced,
phased out. It’s a lot of memories,” said Sewards.
“You deploy and that tank is your home. I’m lucky enough that my tank is going to Canadian War Museum in Ottawa.”
Researching and repurposing these machines has
been a learning experience for Melenka and his crew
in more ways than one. “Obviously, we had never
worked on a tank before so there were a lot of unknowns. The military working with us have been so
excellent with us and sent a team to go through all
the parts,” he said.
While the project has been a challenge, Melenka
said the work has been rewarding.
About 45 retired Canadian Army tanks will soon
be used for target practice at the Cold Lake Air
Weapons Range. A few others are being used as
16
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monuments in towns across Canada.

HISTORY OF THE LEOPARD 1 TANK’S USE IN CANADA
Canada acquired its first Leopard 1 tanks in 1977 and operated them until 2017.
West Germany introduced the Leopard 1 tank in 1965. It equipped several nations and went through six
models (A1 to A6).
Development of the Leopard began in 1956, with the first deliveries in 1965. The Leopard used the British
105 mm gun, along with a gunner’s coaxial machine gun and a crew commander’s external one. The Leopard
had a multi-fuel engine, which could be replaced in under 20 minutes. The Leopard’s design emphasized
speed, manoeuvrability, reliability and firepower over armour protection, which proved to be a successful
combination.
Germany built 4,744 Leopard 1 tanks. Besides Germany and Canada, 12 other countries fielded the Leopard 1. Canada and three other nations deployed Leopard 1 tanks on operations.
The Germans also produced 2,741 specialized vehicles. Three types of variants were used by Canada: the
Taurus armoured recovery vehicle (ARV) repaired and recovered tanks; the Beaver armoured vehicle
launched bridge (AVLB) deployed a 22-metre bridge; and the Badger armoured engineer vehicle (AEV) provided dozing, excavating and other capabilities.

LEOPARD 1 IN CANADIAN SERVICE
In the mid-1970s, Canada sought special trade status with the European Common Market. Canada’s European allies, especially West Germany, insisted on linking future trade negotiations with replacing Canada’s
aging Centurion tanks. Canada quickly agreed to do so and selected the Leopard 1.
To allow time to manufacture new tanks, West Germany leased 35 Leopard 1A2 tanks to Canada. They
served with The Royal Canadian Dragoons (RCD) in Lahr, West Germany, in 1977–78. In April 1977, the
RCD won the Canadian Army Trophy — NATO’s tank gunnery competition — using rented Leopard tanks
after only 16 weeks of training. (See also Canadian Army)
Canada purchased 114 Leopard tanks, eight ARVs and six AVLBs for $187 million. The first Leopard
1A3 tanks arrived in the RCD in June 1978 and were designated Leopard C1 tanks by Canada. The Canadian
modifications included the Belgian SABCA fire-control system with a laser rangefinder, Belgian machine
guns, an American Zenon searchlight and a German low-light-level television for night engagements.
Three squadrons of tanks (59 vehicles in total) were based in Lahr, although only two were manned. The
third squadron’s tanks were stored for reinforcements from Canada. The remaining tanks served at CFB Gagetown with a training squadron and the Royal Canadian Armoured Corps School. In 1990, Canada purchased
eight AEVs.
In 1993, Canada withdrew its forces from Germany. A Leopard squadron went to each of the three Regular Force armoured regiments: the RCD, Lord Strathcona’s Horse (Royal Canadians) and the 12e Régiment
blindé du Canada. In 1995, the Leopard tanks were upgraded with add-on armour. Canada deployed two
Leopard tanks to Bosnia the following year and sent five to Kosovo in 1999.

A FAREWELL TO THE LEOPARD 1 MAIN BATTLE TANK
By Captain Scott Franklin, office of the Director Land Requirements
Gatineau, Quebec — Royal Canadian Armour Corps (RCAC) members who had the privilege of working
with Leopard 1 Main Battle Tanks (MBTs) are saying farewell to the venerable workhorses, whose service to
the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) is coming to an end.
It is a bittersweet time for armour officers and soldiers, given that only last year, they were marking the
40th anniversary of the introduction of the first Leopard 1s to the CAF. The red ruby is the traditional 40th
anniversary stone and they would undoubtedly see the Leopard 1 family as a precious stone in the CAF crown.

Visit our website at www.apaccalgary.ca
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“These were by far the best vehicles I had the opportunity to work with in my 38 years of service,” said
Major Robert Bouchard. “I went through my Armour Officer training when the Leopard 1 fleet was still new.
All the young RCAC officers were hoping to serve in Germany or Gagetown on the Leopard 1 tank.”
The first Leopard 1 MBTs were loaned to the CAF by West Germany in 1977. Their superior accuracy,
ease of use and reliability bore fruit early when the Royal Canadian Dragoons’ (RCD’s) B Squadron won the
NATO tank gunnery competition that year against major Allied nations.
Canada began to receive its full order of 114 Leopard 1 C1 MBTs in 1978.
Most of the new Leopard 1s were originally stationed with 4th Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group at
Canadian Forces Base Lahr in West Germany and operated by the RCD. The remainder were distributed between Canadian Forces Base Gagetown (now 5th Canadian Division Support Base Gagetown) with C Squadron RCD, known as the “flyover squadron,” and the armour school.
In the early 1990s, eight Leopard 1 Armoured Engineer Vehicles (AEVs), also known as Badgers, were
acquired. These vehicles, based on the Leopard 1 Armoured Recovery Vehicle (ARV) chassis, were used by
an engineer squadron in Germany and the engineer school at CFB Gagetown.
With the closing of CFB Lahr in 1993, the Leopard 1s were repatriated to Canada and redistributed to armour regiments and engineer squadrons stationed at Brigade Groups in Valcartier, Petawawa and Edmonton,
as well as the Combat Training Centre at CFB Gagetown.
In 1995, the Leopard 1 C1s were upgraded with add-on armour to provide more protection. Two Leopard
1C1s of this configuration were deployed to Bosnia for use in engineering tasks using mine rollers and mine
ploughs.
In 1999, further upgrades to the Leopard 1 MBT included replacing the welded turrets with cast turrets, a
new gun sight, an improved hydraulic turret drive, and new turret armour. This upgrade was referred to as the
Leopard 1 C2. An acceptance ceremony for the Leopard 1 C2 was held at the Cartier Square Drill hall in Ottawa in September 2001.
In 2006, a 15-tank squadron with five operational spares, four ARVs and four AEVs were deployed to Afghanistan to support operations in the Kandahar area and remained there until the repatriation of the Canadian
contingent in 2011.
During this deployment, the Leopard 1 family was further upgraded with mine belly-plates for additional
protection from improvised explosive devices (IEDs) and mines, a crew chiller system and thermal covers to
protect the crew from the excessive heat of the south Asian desert. Also during the Afghanistan deployment,
the Leopard 1 MBTs were augmented by the Leopard 2 A6M and Leopard 2 A4M.
With the delivery of the new Leopard 2 Tank Mobility Implements in the fall of 2017, the last Leopard 1
tanks have been parked for good.
For 40 years, Canadian soldiers relied on the Leopard 1 to provide direct fire support to manoeuvring
forces. They will continue their over-watch duties in front of many Canadian Army buildings and bases.

PURSUIT OF NEW CHALLENGE LEADS TO HISTORY IN
THE MAKING FOR QUEST DISPOSAL & RECYCLING INC.
Michelle Pinon - Vegreville News Advertiser
There’s nothing more exciting than a new challenge, and for Jaden Melenka that meant exploring new and
different ways to diversify the Vegreville business he owns with brother Jarrett Melenka and Keith Hayduk.
The new challenge turned out to be the ‘Conversion Project’ which involves the overhaul and repurposing of
48 decommissioned Leopard 1 battle tanks that will be used for target practice at Canadian Forces Base Cold
Lake air weapons range.
Back in the 1970’s Canada acquired more than 50 of the Leopard 1 tanks and operated them until 2017.
Many of these tanks were used in combat in Afghanistan, and Jaden said the project has generated a lot of interest, and he’s been in contact with a soldier from Edmonton who wants to come to Vegreville to see the tank
he operated. “It’s such an honour to be working on such an important part of Canadian military history.”
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Jaden, who serves in the capacity of project manager for quality disposal, and said he couldn’t be prouder of
his team who have been willing to take the project.
Jaden said the workforce at Quest Disposal & Recycling Inc., is very diverse with many different specialities. That, coupled with unique experiences and ideas from staff have contributed greatly since work began on
the project last September. Because they were not familiar with the tanks, Jaden said a couple of military mechanics from Montreal spent about a week providing hands on training for new staff members who would be
working on the project. “They were exceptionally good at enabling the process.” So far, they have 20 tanks in
their lay down yard and are expecting to have another 25 arrive in the coming months. All in all, Jaden expects everything to be completed in mid-July.
“It’s a big accomplishment for us.” Jaden said it is also a nice way to further support the town and the local economy. The project has generated a lot of intrigue and interest in the community, and he said the visibility is good for the company and its employees who are learning new skills and increasing their capabilities.
He sees it as a win, win, win for the company, the community, and the military. By refurbishing the tanks,
they are making them environmentally friendly as well as give them a new purpose as they will be used in the
training of the next generation of military personnel.
While he is hoping they will be able to secure one of the tanks to be used as a monument in Vegreville, but
that is not in his control. Nevertheless, he couldn’t be happier with having a hand in history by giving these
out-of-date relics a new lease on life.
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CARS FOR SALE

FOR SALE - 1949 Austin Devon 4 door sedan beige in color. All items needing repair or replacement have been done in the
past 25 years of my ownership. This vehicle is currently in good running condition with all parts and pieces intact. It has a 4
cylinder engine with a 4 on the floor manual transmission. The body is in good condition with a little rust on the back panel
below the trunk. The speedometer reads 44,000 miles. I have put on 6,000 miles in the past 25 years.
I am asking $7,500, or best offer. I am selling due to my health and my age. Phone 403 282-4114
*07/21

“OTHER CLUBS PLEASE COPY”
ESTATE CARS FOR SALE
The family of former APAC club member Vince Mandaione have decided it’s time to find new custodians for his cars. Vince
owned and restored these two treasures for around 40 years. After his passing, they have stayed in the garage and have only been
started and driven occasionally, so the time has come to find new enthusiasts who will own and enjoy them.
*06/21
1927 Ford Model T Touring – restored in the early ‘80’s to original condition, driven on many tours and club events, also participated in the Calgary Stampede parade for many years. Good reliable T to enjoy with family or friends. Lots of the cars history and
restoration photos included.
Asking $ 15,000.00 or best offer.
Please call Rosaria O’Bray at 403-703-6968 or email inquiries to robray73@gmail.com
*06/21

1926 BUICK McLaughlin Standard 6 four door sedan – restoration carried out in the late 80’s; 207 cid original 6 cylinder engine, 3 spd std, accessory heater , blue cloth interior. Vintage car attraction with all the comforts of a heated closed sedan for those
cold weather outings. Nice older restoration driver with history and photo’s supplied.
Asking $18,500.00 or best offer.
Please call Rosaria O’Bray at 403-703-6968 or email inquiries to robray73@gmail.com
*06/21
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CARS FOR SALE
1926 Cadillac phaeton for sale. Barn find. Unusual car.
R.H.D. with a LOT of spare parts, including another chassis
with mechanical components if needed. Rare wire wheels. A
BIG classic automobile from the Great Gatsby era. Interesting
project! $16,000 CDN.
The car is near Montréal Québec Canada. 514 745-6278 or
email: gbureau@videotron.ca
*06/21

1928 Chevy truck good used parts for sale
2 starters
2 generators
2 crank shafts
2 cam shafts
2 sets timing gear and front pulley
4 head lights
4 door hinges
1 set running boards
1 right side running board
1 front windshield frame
1 30'' bending brake
1 4 blade fan
1 4 speed transmission
1 oil pan
2 cam shafts
1 head, no complete
Inside rear end and axles
Door handles
Contact Madeleine
mjlallier@shaw.ca 403-286-3502

*03/21

WANTED
WANTED

WANTED

A generator/distributor unit for a 1926 Overland 4 cylinder
touring. If you have parts, a parts car(s), or know of anyone
who may be able to help me in finding parts, please call Trent
Holt in Medicine Hat.
1-403-548-4789. Other Clubs Please Copy
*09/21

Front fenders for a 1957 Ford or Meteor and some interior
parts. Valve covers, oil filter mount, and thermostat housing
for 1966 or newer Ford F.E. engine
Please call Dave: 403-876-2866. (If no answer, please leave a
message)
*10/21

PARTS WANTED:
Looking for a set of headlight lenses for a late 20's car:
measurement size is 9 5/16" X 8 1/2". If you have anything
that may fit or need more information , please contact
John Bone at (250) 320-6626 or e/m: boneyard@telus.net
Any help or referrals for parts sources greatly appreciated!
OTHER CLUBS PLEASE COPY
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Items For Sale
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

1930 Essex front axle and 2 wood spoke wheels.
Call for details and make an offer!
Bill Taylor Ph: (403) 242-6812 Other Clubs Please Copy *11/21

Vintage NOS ignition parts from General store/Service Station
in Michelton, Sask. All still new in the box ready to install - brand names like Niehoff, Shurhit, Echlin, Standard, Auto-Lite,
and Canada Motor Products...call with your needs!
Ken Drabinsky: Calgary, AB Ph: 403-815-1482 or email me.
kadrabinsky@telus.net
Other Clubs Please Copy *09/21

Tail light arm (short, for coupe.?)
2 radios,1 complete,1 not.
Battery hold down
WS wiper arm & springs
Fuel Pump
2 wiper motors
Light switch
Cowling hold up assembly
Hub caps 2 master&truck
Trunk hinge set NEW. For the Standard model.
Window trim several pieces, new
4 S,B lamps ,2 6volt.2 12 volt
Pistons new set, in box
Body by fisher tag
Bumpers,2
Generator (Delco Remy)
Grill and center strip
Dimmer switch
Running boards
voltage regulator
Artillery wheels,2
Assorted engine parts (block, crankshaft, camshaft, oil pan cover, Rock deflector, brush type fits your hitch.
etc.

FOR SALE
Leftover parts from a 36 Chev restoration:

Contact: rdesroches1@yahoo.com
*04/21
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Alberta Pioneer Auto Club
PO Box 111, Station “M”, Calgary, AB.
Canada T2P 2G9

TO:

